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Ben Cohen stands u
Dan Bird 
Staff Reporter
“Thank you for standing up for me because no one ever had before,” said an audi­
ence member after Ben Cohen, former world class rugby player and the founder of the 
Stand Up Foundation concluded his presentation on Nov. 29.
The Stand Up Foundation’s mission is to raise awareness of the long term, damaging 
effects of bullying and to raise funds to support those doing real-world work to stop it. 
Cohen was inspired to stand up against bullying after a tragic event struck his family.
On Friday Nov. 13,1 got a phone call at 11 p.m. that my dad was savagely beaten 
in an attempt to defend a person who was getting attacked outside of his night club,” said 
Cohen. “It was absolutely brutal going to the hospital and seeing him in the condition that 
he was in.”
Unfortunately, Peter Cohen passed away a month later due to head injuries he sus­
tained in the assault. Cohen’s world was crushed.
“My dad’s death really brought me down,” said Cohen. “But rugby helped me cope 
with a lot it; I was able to take out a lot of aggression.”
Even though rugby was helping Cohen, he realized that it wasn’t enough.
“I wanted to change the world,” said Cohen. “I turned down a three year contract so 
that I could start up the Stand Up Foundation.”
The Stand Up Foundation is currently working with over 5,000 professional sports 
teams as well as the government in the United Kingdom to eradicate bullying and ho­
mophobia.
The foundation is also partnering up with “Nike”, “Microsoft”, and the Broadway 
play “Wicked” to work together and educate children on the dangers of bullying.
“The call of action is to be out-standers and not bystanders,” said Cohen. “Don’t just 
sit by and watch people because it is you who can make the difference.”
Cohen had goals and an itinerary of groups he wanted his foundation to reach and 
impact.
“I wanted to make sure that the Stand Up Foundation worked with sports teams,” 
said Cohen. “We want to redefine what a champion is and return it to the true sportsman.”
Students felt Cohen was a good speaker and explained thoroughly every aspect pf
“I really thought Ben Cohen did a great job tonight ,” said junl^Craig KlmefV'He 
didn’t just explain the dangers of bully and its implications, but he taught us that you can-
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Cohen speaking one on one to Sacred Heart students.
not be neutral when it comes to bullying- you can stand up for the person or you can let 
them be bullied.”
Cohen’s foundation continues to raise awareness for the dangers that bullying can 
cause, but he urged everyone to make a stronger effort to be more understanding.
“People should respect you for who you are and what you are,” said Cohen. “It’s as 
simple as that.”
According to StandUpFoundation.com, Cohen’s vision is, “To build a highly col­
laborative organization funded by social business models that help connect communities
create n of understanding and kindness .^*and < UMli■esB
can achieve it in honor of his father. According to the website, “When we stand up to­
gether, we stand up a bit taller.”
Mural painting to reflect life at SHU
Graphic Design professor Nathan Lewis painting mural for the Linda E. McMahon commons
The Spectrum/Sanela Kazic
Nathan Lewis starting the beginnings of the McMahon studemt Mural.
Sanela Kazic 
Staff Reporter
Nathan Lewis, assistant professor of Graphic Design and Visual Arts at Sacred 
Heart University, has a story to tell. In his garage-converted art studio behind his 
antique 1776 house he is set to create a 6’ x 18’ mural painting for the new Linda E. 
McMahon Commons, which recently opened at the beginning of the school year.
“The mural will represent the lives and unique aspirations of students and faculty 
during their time at Sacred Heart,” said Lewis.
The art studio is Lewis’s escape from everyday stresses where he creates works of 
art using paint as his medium. His hardwood floor has specs of paint spattered across
it and his tables are filled with every kind of brush imaginable. His studio is lined with 
shelves that resemble an intricate art section of a library.
To Lewis, each painting tells a story.
“When I draw, it is my way of connecting with the outside world- nature and 
people,” said Lewis.
A bare canvas covers the back wall of the studio where he will incorporate differ­
ent people’s interests to represent the Sacred Heart community.
Lewis sent a campus wide e-mail to ask Sacred Heart about the most important 
experiences and aspects of life at school. He is currently conducting photo-shoots with 
the students and faculty that reached out to him.
“People like being a part of art, and I get to paint them. It’s great,” said Lewis. 
Sacred Heart students Ed Gamity, Sara Race, and Jackie Boswick, will be interning 
with Lewis to help with the completion of the project.
“To have a piece of art created by one of our professors that illustrates student’s 
diverse interests and activities will be'an incredible addition to our campus,” said Race.
These graphic design intern^ take pride in being able to contribute to the mural.
“We are proud to be a part of the process and can’t wait for it to be enjoyed by 
everyone,” said Boswick
The anticipated completion date for the mural is Sept. 2013. It will be displayed on 
the marble wall outside of Red’s, the new campus pub in the basement of the McMahon 
Commons.
The conceptual inspiration behind the mural is the painting “Raphael’s School of 
Athens” by Italian Renaissance artist Raphael. The painting consists of the greatest 
mathematicians, philosophers, and scientists gathered under one roof to share their ideas 
and learn from one another.
“It tells a story about different branches of knowledge and unifies them, which is 
what I hope to do with this mural,” said Lewis.
While Lewis’s muses include writers, musician, and mythological figures, he 
believes that nature can capture all the elements needed. Regardless of borrowed tech­
niques or imitations of past masters, art is personal.
“With art, you can’t be someone else. You have to work with what you have and 
what your interests are,” said Lewis.
Lewis has been an assistant professor of graphic design and visual arts at Sacred 
Heart for six years, and is anticipating going to Italy to teach for the summer semester.
“Now, the opportunities are knocking at my door,” said Lewis.
Students and faculty can still e-mail Lewis at lewisnl963@sacredheart.edu to get 


























M23 Rebels fight in the Congo
GOMA, Congo (AP) - For the past few weeks M23 rebels have been trying to 
gain control of regions all over Congo despite being pushed back into the mountains 
above the city of Goma by Congolese troops.
Rebel leaders say that they are fighting for the Congo government to act in ac­
cordance with the peace accord of Mar. 23,2009 that had the rebels integrated into the 
army. The UN says that Rwanda is supplying the rebels with weapons in order to gain 
control over the region, which has large amounts of mineral deposits.
After threatening to retake the city, the UN security council released new sanc­
tions which then prompted the rebels to leave the city only if the Congolese govern­
ment agreed to begin talks and would threaten to take the city again if they did not 
agree.
The rebels are giving the government a 48-hour time frame that began on Dec. 3 
to begin talks. A government spokesperson said that they would listen to their issues 
with the government on Dec. 2 but so far negotiations have not begun.
Associated Press contributed to this article
News
Protestors gather in Cairo United Nations talks climate change
CAIRO (AP)- According to the Associated Press, protestors gathered in Tahrir 
Square on Nov. 27 to protest against President Mohanuned Morsi’s decrees that will 
give him absolute power over the govermnent.
President Morsi granted himself new powers in a declaration given the week be­
fore which included giving him power to neutralize the judiciary branch of Egypt’s 
government; he already has control over the executive and legislative branch.
Ironically, Tahir Square is the same place where the 18-day protests that ending 
former President Hosini Mubarak’s control over Egypt two years ago. Protestors are 
worried that Morsi is becoming another Mubarak and is not helping the revolution at 
all that helped him become the first freely elected president of Egypt.
Clashes were also reported between protestors and police were reported by the 
R Rmhassy ne.ar Tahir tfiatwete t-.aiisftd hy a separate incident of.noliefi ------
DOHA, Qatar (AP)- According to the Associated Press, 200 countries met in Qatar for 
the annual meeting on Nov. 19 to discuss global warming and climate aid for poor coun­
tries while dealing with financial troubles.
Organizations supporting developing countries are hoping that wealthy countries will 
continue their commitment to give money for grants and loans as they did in 2009 even 
after those commitments expire this year. So far $30 billion dollars has been delivered to 
countries most affected by climate change.
Despite UN climate talks occurring for the past 20 years, there has been little positive 
outcomes so far. Their main goal of reducing emissions that are causing global warming 
has so far not been achieved and the only treaty that limits emissions, the Kyoto Protocol 
will expire this year. The U.S. rejected the protocol since it did not cover countries like 
Xlhina and India with growing economies.
Associated Press contributed to this article
Associated Press contributed to this article
Palestine accepted into 
United Nations
UNITED NATIONS (AP)- According to the Associated Press, the United Na­
tions voted 138-9 to recognize Palestine as a state. This vote has come in the wake of 
large amounts of violence between Palestine and Israel mainly in the Gaza Strip. The 
United States and Israel both voted against Palestine.
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas hopes to establish a Palestinian state in the 
West Bank, Gaza Strip, and east Jerusalem, which is considered part of Israel. Israel 
and the United States claim that Palestine was trying to upgrade to statehood so they 
would not have to negotiate peace with Israel.
Palestine had support from important European countries like France, Switzer­
land and Sweden. Since Palestine is now considered a state, they are allowed to utilize 
UN agencies and the International Criminal Court that they could use to accuse Israel 
of alleged war crimes during the years of fighting for the Gaza Strip and West Bank.
Associated Press contributed to this article
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Lighting Up the Christmas
Spirit
Christmas Tree Lit to Spark the Beginning
of Winter Week
The Spectrum/Sean Elliott




Sacred Heart’s annual Christmas tree lighting on Monday, Dec. 3 was filled with 
insightful Music, Classic Christinas carols, and prayers to begin the lighting of the tree. 
Before the tree was lit, there were refreshments and a Christian band playing at the altar 
of the chapel.
“The hot chocolate and cookies were delicious and the nice music made it a 
good time together with everyone,” said junior Tina Tramontano. The atmosphere was set 
for the Sacred Heart community to come together and enjoy the annual ceremony.
The choir and the crowd of students and faculty present began the ceremony 
with Christmas carols: Deck the Halls, Frosty the Snowman, Oh Christmas Tree, Silent 
Night and Joy to the World. Father Jerry especially enjoyed singing Joy to the World. Set­
ting the scene for the lighting of the tree. Father Jerry turned out all of the lights and the 
youngest student in the crowd was chosen to turn the tree lights on.
Now with the Christmas tree in full light. President Petillo and Father Jerry 
started the prayers. Dining this busy time of finals and constant studying it was a short, 
but relaxing break to go to the chapel and sing with everyone and see oin Christmas tree 
being lit. The students really enjoyed the event and for some it sparked their love for the 
holiday season.
“Overall it was a great experience. I haven’t gone to the tree lighting before, but 
all of the Christmas carols helped to put me in the Christmas spirit,” said senior Morgan 
Clemente.
The Christmas tree lighting in the chapel was the perfect start to Winter Week 
and a great spark to fill everyone with the spirit of the holidays. This is only one event in 
fim lineup of activities still to come during Winter Week.
Wednesday, Dec. 5 the Student Events Team will be hosting the Live Snow 
Globe photos in the University Commons and photo coffee mugs on Thursday, Dec. 6. 
The week will be capped off on Friday, Dec. 7 with the winter-themed Semi-Formal. “Ev­
eryone loves the Christmas season and I think it really brings the community together,” 






After Thanksgiving, when the last 
few weeks of the semester start and 
the Christmas lights start to go up, so 
many memories flood into my head. I 
am brought back to elementary school 
snow days, waking up at 5 a.m. Christ­
mas morning, and night sledding.
Christmas time has always been my 
favorite time of the year. People start to 
lighten up and everyone seems to be in 
a good mood. Friends get together, and 
ugly sweaters are everywhere. I have 
always looked forward to December.
However, now that I am into my 
second year of college, I see the holi­
days a little bit differently. Plagued by 
the end of the semester, college success­
fully sucks the life out of the holidays. 
Not completely, but ever-looming finals 
begin to slowly approach and grades 
are at stake. The cheer and happiness 
of Christmas time is put second to the 
stress of class and GPA’s.
Making it out of finals week alive 
will be the true gift of Christmas time, 
instead of the other various things on 
my Christmas list.
I do have to say that Sacred Heart 
does a good job of trying to cover up the 
fear of finals. Walking past the trees in 
front of the Edgerton on my way to class 
always makes my day a little brighter. 
Gym trips to relieve stress are a little 
better when I see the trees covered in 
red and white lights as well.
Christmas events take place every­
day, and clubs and organizations have 
potluck Christmas parties and Christ­
mas cookies are served at the Lind Mc­
Mahon Commons. It is hard to walk 
around campus and miss the fact that it 
is Christmas time.
I first thought that the end of my 
semester was going to be overshadowed 
by essays and studying and the holiday 
season wouldn’t sink in completely.
I was wrong. My R.A, Sammy 
Novack, had our floor make Christmas 
stockings, and Christmas Pandora is be­
ing played.on almost every girl’s laptop 
or iPhone.
I am actually listening to a version 
of “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christ­
mas” by Coldplay while I am writing 
this colunip. There are constant Insta- 
gram uploads of Christmas trees, ugly 
sweater parties, and decorated houses. I 
even changed my Facebook cover photo 
and profile picture for the holidays.
Spending the majority of the holi­
day season at school, I have learned that 
life, especially Christmas time, is what 
you make of it. If you choose to spend 
your finals cramped in the library cram­
ming next to other kids who probably 
haven’t stopped studying for so long 
they even forgot to shower, then it will 
be horrible.
But, if you listen to Christmas mu­
sic, order peppermint mocha coffees 
and sneak a Christmas tree into your 
dorm’s common room then you will en­
joy the holidays. Christmas time is sup­
posed to be the best time of the year, so 
don’t miss out on the holiday cheer, all 
Christmas wants for Christmas is you.
T’ll be home for Christmas’ is by 
far my favorite Christmas song. There 
is just something about being home for 
Christmas that sends a burst of eupho­
ria through my veins every time I think 
about it. And to be clear, the word home 
could mean anything.
People’s definitions of home vary 
and may even change over time. For me, 
home is being with the people I love, 
regardless of the location.
In being a college student, my 
Christmas season has obviously altered. I 
get home about a week before the holiday 
and go back to school the day after New 
Years.
Lucky for my fellow Sacred Heart 
students and I, we are surrounded by the 
Christmas atmosphere that our campus 
yields. Right now at school, with all my 
final exams and papers set aside, I do feel 
like I am home for the holidays.
With the Christmas atmosphere fully 
in tact, another alteration to think about 
is gift giving. I have graciously usurped 
the quintessential role of the “poor col­
lege student.” I take pride in it. I mean 
who wants to spend obscene amounts 
of money on gifts anyways? ft doesn’t 
prove anything. It’s not about the materi­
alist value but instead the sentimental.
All my Christmas gifts I am hand­
ing out this year are either homemade or 
from thrift stores. To me, that sends a 
more sentimental message. I am a crafty 
person so making something rather than 
buying it is actually more fun for me as 
well as for the recipient.
Even though Sacred Heart is a lovely 
place to be around the holidays, I do miss 
my family back in Massachusetts. As 
college students, we all miss home now 
and again.
Not being home for the month of 
December leading up to Christmas is a 
killer. My family does Christmas so well. 
I aM fortunate this year that my swim 
coach is letting us go home right after 
finals so I will get to catch the tail end of 
the action.
What I am excited for when I do 
get home is being able to participate in 
family traditions. The feel and smell of 
my house around the holidays is the best 
thing in the world. Sometimes I think 
about capturing all the scents and atmo­
sphere in a glass jar. The Sound of Music 
will be playing softly on the television or 
the Michael Buble Christmas CD on the 
stereo while my mom is baking Christ­
mas cookies. I will be able to help the 
year! Yes. Also, I will be able to partici­
pate in the “tree quest.”
Last year my family waited until I 
got home to put up our Christmas tree 
(which was Dec. 23rd.) I was very thank­
ful for obtaining the last tree in the lot. It 
was a decrepit Charlie Brown tree, but 
hey—it had character. It actually speaks 
volumes about our family and we will 
probably go for the same type this year.
All in all, regardless of being at 
Sacred Heart or Massachusetts—this year 
I will be home for the holidays.
4 Perspectives




Saying that you might receive a head 
injury when you are playing football is 
like saying that you might step in a puddle 
if it is raining outside. The next time you 
find yourself watching an NFL game, be 
sure to notice how many helmet-to-helmet 
hits you see. Besides being illegal, these 
direct contact hits are the quickest way for 
any player to get a concussion.
According to WebMD, a concussion 
is defined as a traumatic injury to soft 
tissue, usually to the brain, as a result of 
a violent blow, shaking or spinning. Like 
most college athletes, sophomore running 
back Keshaudas Spence is fully aware of 
these risks, especially when he is playing a 
game as physical as football.
“There’s only so much you can do 
to stop somebody from getting a concus­
sion,” said Spence. “Every game there 
is going to be a bad hit, we see it every 
week.”
Unlike most young athletes today, 
Spence is just as dedicated to playing foot­
ball as he is to understanding the safety 
precautions that are involved in football. 
These safety precautions are used to help 
decrease the likelihood of concussions 
among other injuries and are becoming 
more crucial every year, even at Sacred 
Heart University.
“We take all the proper steps to insure 
that they are not causing unnecessary dam­
age to themselves,” said Ben Batchelder, 
the senior assistant athletic trainer here at 
Sacred Heart.
B^hHdei is responsible for making 
sure that all incoming freshman athletes
receive the standard baseline testing. Base­
line tests are mandatory and are required 
by the NCAA for all collegiate athletes.
These tests involve different memory 
skills and a variety of cognitive func­
tion examinations. The tests help athletic 
trainers, such as Batchelder, all across the 
country in decreasing the negative effects 
that can come from concussions.
“We have to follow this plan every 
time a concussion occurs.” said Batchel­
der. “We want to make sure the athletes 
don’t try to return to competition before 
they are ready, because that is where the 
most damage can be done, after the con­
cussion.”
There is a lot of work that goes into 
insuring that athletes will be as safe as 
possible when competing, however, some 
may argue that there is too much being 
done and it is taking away from the excite­
ment of the actual sport.
“Some of the rules in pro football are 
going a little overboard,” said Paul Link, 
a senior offensive lineman on the Sacred 
Heart football team. “Yes you want the 
guys to be safe, but at the same time you 
don’t want to restrict their abilities.”
Batchelder understands why athletes 
feel this way, but at the same time he also 
understands the permanent damage con­
cussions among other injuries can cause 
to athletes, especially at the professional 
level.
“I think the new rules in professional 
football will ultimately help to lower the 
frequency of concussions,” said Batchel­
der. “But right now I don’t think they are 
helping because of the way the kids were 
always taught how to hit.” ’
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Hurricane Sandy brought many things 
to the families it hit on the east coast, such 
as power outages, gas shortages, and prop­
erty destruction.
One of the most troubling things the 
storm caused may have been something 
intangible, though - the realization that the 
weather patterns we are accustomed to may 
be changing permanently.
Hurricane Sandy brought a lot of atten­
tion to the environmental implications lead­
ing up to the storm, and the ones that remain 
in its wake.
The issue that has been discussed the 
most after Hurricane Sandy has been cli­
mate change. However, there has been a 
misconception in some cases that climate 
change was a direct cause of Hurricane 
Sandy.
“One natural disaster such as Sandy 
could occur with or without a changing cli­
mate. Sea level rise however, which makes 
natural events such as Sandy much more 
devastating, is a likely impact of climate 
change,” said Dr. John Rapaglia of Sacred 
Heart University.
Despite the occasional misunderstand­
ing, the fact that environmental issues such 
as climate change have been in multiple 
headlines recently bodes well for our na­
tion’s enviromnental awareness.
That awareness has been growing, due 
in part to an increasing number of environ­
mentally informed young people. Sopho­
more Caitlyn Goggin, secretary of the Sa­
cred Heart environmental club, the Green 
'SHUs, is one of those young people.
“I got involved with the Green SHUs 
after realizing that our school is not as en­
vironmentally fi-iendly as it could be,” said 
Goggin. “We are really excited for all that 
the club has coming up and implementing
changes on campus to become more eco- 
fi’iendly.
Although more and more clubs and or­
ganizations similar to the Green SHUs are 
emerging all the time, there are still many 
young people who are uneducated or un­
aware of the dangers of climate change.
Some suggest this is because of the ex­
pansive nature of climate change.
“Many of the problems associated with 
climate change are global problems,” said 
Rapaglia.
Hearing that climate change problems 
are global ones can make them seem far 
away and insignificant to students. How­
ever, the fact that they are global problems 
does not mean that they will not have local 
implications.
“Our beaches here in Connecticut may 
no longer be here 30 years fi'om now,” said 
Rapaglia.
Many Fairfield County college stu­
dents may not care about sea level rise or 
the melting of alpine glaciers. However, 
learning that their beaches could disappear 
in three decades would probably be more 
effective.
Many people believe it is crucial to 
find ways to engage young people in the 
conversation of climate change and global 
warming.
“Climate change is a very real prob­
lem,” said Rapaglia. “It must be discussed 
rationally at an early age, and be taught with 
conviction in our schools.
“I think it is extremely important for 
people our age to start learning and car­
ing about the environment. We are already 
seeing the effects of global warming with 
hurricanes on Halloween and Christmases 
without snow,” said Goggin. “Since the en­
vironment is a pressing issue of our time, 
the more people our age are educated the 
better prepared we will be for our future.”
Editorials 5
Live in the moment
Amanda Sialiano 
Asst. Sports Editor
As fall semester is coming to an 
end, I find myself thinking about where 
I stand in my college career. Just a few 
weeks ago, I registered for my spring 
semester classes and as doing so it hit 
me— once I’m done with the 2012- 
2013 school year, I am halfway done 
with my undergraduate studies. Will I 
accomplish all that I still want to during 
my futiue years at Sacred Heart? Will I 
let myself down?
My anxiety from this situation 
started to diminish after I read my 
Uncle Dave’s blog post last Sunday.
On Dec. 2,2011, my uncle went into 
surgery to remove his right leg due to 
cancer that was in his femur. This past 
Sxmday marked the one-year anniversa­
ry of his life changing surgery. Initially, 
many people would look at the nega­
tives to this life altering decision, but 
my uncle has done the opposite.
I can clearly remember the first 
day that I visited him at his home once 
he had returned from recovery: he was’ 
still the bright, energetic man that I 
have always known. Not once did he 
let this situation create an obstacle for 
him- it created opportunities. After 
reading my imcle’s blog post, I was 
inspired in a way that I had never been 
before.
Dave states, “Ultimately, you can’t 
go home again. You can never go back­
ward. You must keep moving forward, 
and you have to keep swimming.’’ My 
uncle shares that his friend at work
noted his cancer anniversary and asked 
him the question, “When you think 
of how far you’ve come over the past 
year, aren’t you proud of yourself?’’ 
Following this question, he realized 
that he hadn’t taken the time to look 
back even for a minute.
He relates this to his change in 
walking and states, “Maybe that’s 
because as I relearned how to walk 
with my prosthetic leg. I’ve had to keep 
my head straight, sometimes look down 
at my feet, but always keep focused on 
moving forward. If I were to turn my 
head, I could easily get distracted, dis­
oriented, trip myself up.”
I immediately realized how his sit­
uation could be an analogy for my fear 
of college ending in a blink of an eye.
I need to live in the present and not the 
past- and if a man with one leg had the 
strength to move ahead into the future 
with his head up high, ready to take on 
life, then I can too.
I can dwell on the fact that I’ve 
almost reached my halfway mark, but I 
now realize that the past is penmanship 
that can’t be erased. For me to keep 
thinking about past anniversaries and 
what cannot be changed is irrelevant to 
what lies ahead of me in the future.
Memories and anniversaries last 
a lifetime, but are nothing that should 
hold you back from living in the 
moment.
To read Dave’s blog post, 
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“There is one word in America that 
says it all and that one word is ‘you never 
know.’”
That quote comes from Joaquin 
Andujar, a Dominican starting pitcher and 
four-time All-Star who pitched primarily in 
the 1980’s.
Although Andujar was bom in San 
Pedro de Macoris in 1952, “you never 
know” remains universal vernacular.
This phrase applies no better than to 
you, the Sacred Heart University student.
If you’re asking what the hell do I 
know, that’s a fair question.
As a student in Sacred Heart’s 
University College, which caters to adults 
who (try) to juggle school with life, just 
trust me here - I know what I’m talking 
about.
Sparing the seemingly scripted details 
that have brought me to this point in my life. 
I’ve been around the block and have seen 
more than a thing or two.
Sorry for all the cliches, but, honestly, 
you never know.
When I graduated high school at 18 
years of age, I had no clue what the future 
held, nor did I care. I followed the crowd and 
went to college. I picked Stetson University 
in Florida because, well, it was in Florida, 
and I majored in communications.
Why not?
Maybe I could do play-by-play for the 
Yankees in four years - you never know.
‘After the Stetson administration 
informed me that I was no longer welcome, 
I came back home, and I was cold, still am. I 
enrolled at Housatonic Community College 
in Bridgeport and majored in journalism, 
being as it sounded better than any other 
off-shoot of their communications program.
This is the first “you never know” in 
my journey through academia.
I must admit, I was terribly indifferent 
at first. I could handle the writing aspect, 
but adhering to deadlines (still) and the 
actual process of reporting was a drag. As I 
grew as a person, so did I as a journalist - 
you never know.
When given the opportunity to attend 
broadcasting school, I did, graduating and 
putting it in my back pocket as I slowly 
began to explore my future options and keep 
things open - you never know.
1 went back to Housatonic to finish, 
graduating with an Associate’s Degree in 
journalism - you never know.
At this point, I wasn’t keeping doors 
ajar, I was actively forcing them open.
When it looked as if a job or a lesser 
college were my only two options, and I
was fine with that, I found Sacred Heart and 
University College. Seizing the opportunity,
I fully immersed myself in all I could handle 
- you never know.
I started writing for The Spectrum 
as soon as possible, eventually becoming 
Sports Editor. I am an editor for the Pioneer 
Magazine, have a short story in Horizons, 
write about Sacred Heart sports for the 
Connecticut Post, and have worked with 
two other sports-related blogs. As a media 
studies major, I have taken advantage of all 
the program has to offer; getting a chance 
to, among others, broadcast sporting events, 
experience the writing to editing process 
of multimedia projects, and network with 
many in the business - you never know.
This is just an extremely brief snapshot 
of a longtime, with nearly a lifetime of ups 
and downs outside the classroom mercifully 
omitted, but I’m just trying to make a point.
You never know.
My wish is not to pontificate or sound 
onmiscient, but to offer just a small bit of 
advice.
As much as you think you may have 
things figured out, you don’t.
No one does.
By all means, set goals and do all it 
takes to see them through (more advice - 
there is no substitute in this world for hard 
work), but be ready to roll with the punches 
when, in the course of reaching your goals, 
things don’t go your way. More often than 
not, they won’t.
Jam your foot into any door that yields 
a breath of life and, always, always be 
looking to open more doors and create any 
opportiuutibsyoucan.'* '
You never know what the futiue holds, 
that’s why it’s the future and not a script. 
Chances are, the path you are on now will 
take a severely unseen detour, to which you 
must adapt.
If you tell me I will be a journalist for 
the rest of my life, I would not argue. Nor 
would I argue if I was told that I would be a 
gravedigger or a doctor. I have no idea what 
will happen in my life, I could wake up dead 
tomorrow (too grim?).
But, for the few years I have remaining 
on this earth, my mind will be open, willing 
to accept any hand 1 am dealt and keep on 
keeping on, taking advantage of any oppor­
tunity I am given and constantly looking to 
embark on new, fruitful endeavors.
I am far removed from 18, but I still 
don’t have a clue. I am just focused on pour­
ing myself into anything I undertake and, 
finally, enjoying the ride.
You never know.
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Professors Purves, Kelly, Stiltner, and Ekeh from the Philosophy, Religious Studies, and Theol­
ogy department joined toegther for the month of Novemeber and grew great ‘staches’ for the 
Movember charity event.
__________ Features________
“Give us your break. We’ll make it count”
Students gear up for another round of winter intersession classes
Taylor Lane 
Asst. Features Editor
You may have seen the corny commercials where a college student is sitting com­
fortably in his room, wearing slippers, and taking an online class.
At Sacred Heart University, many students take their winter breaks to do just that. 
There are 43 winter intercession courses offered over three different time periods and 
40 of them are offered online.
Each credit costs $515. For some, this price is too high.
“I would have taken an online class over winter break to catch up on my pre-requi­
sites, but it was way too expensive for me,” said sophomore Jenn Robillard.
However, many students take advantage of the winter intersession each year.
According to Angela Pitcher, Director of Summer and Winter Special Programs, 
406 students took winter classes in the 2011-12 school year. With plenty of time to left 
to register this year, 432 students have already registered.
Senior Nicolette Surkes considers the winter intersession a time saver.
“You can graduate sooner if you take winter classes and they’re usually not as dif­
ficult as full semester classes,” said Surkes.
Some motivators for students include getting ahead in their major requirements and 
avoiding a full semester of an undesirable course.
“If it’s a boring class, a month straight will seem shorter than a three month class,” 
said Surkes.
In fact, a student can complete three credits between eight and 16 days. Session A 
runs from Dec. 17-28, Session B runs from Dec. 17 to Jan. 11, and Session C runs from 
Jan. 2-11.
Some students see the opportimity to boost their grade point average with an extra 
course. But the cost drives away many students.
“It would have been nice to try to boost my GPA,” said Robillard.
Sacred Heart students who have worked tirelessly all semester view the winter 
break as a time to de-stress.
“I am a nursing major so I anj thoroughly looking forward to winter break and 
relaxing with my family for once without having to worry about stressful school work 
during this time,” said junior Krista Bonagura.
Junior Alyssa Vamum also thinks winter courses are out of the question after an 
intensive semester of schoolwork.
“After the stresses of the semestet.1 personally think that vbu iust need a break.
where you can relax with your family and friends at home,” said Vamum.
The University College wants every student to be aware of Winter Intersession.
To spread the word UC work study students handed out hot chocolate, personal hand 
sanitizers and information outside of the Volunteer Programs Office several times in the 
last few weeks.
Pitcher found that some students did not even know about the winter classes.
Some of the courses offered cover criminal justice, philosophy, religion, marketing, 
communications, and information technology, to name a few.
Many classes have space still available, including PS252 Child development 
Psychology, BI030 The Human Body, CM 299 Food Advertising, ENGlll Effective 
Speaking, and HI236 History of the Arab World I.
The University College allows students to register up to a few days before each 
section starts. Students can register for Winter Intersession classes using Webadvisor on 
the Sacred Heart website.
The Spectrum/Sean Elliott
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Catering to your food needs
Local restaurant is creating a buzz with their spin on classic recipes
Justin Britton
Contributing Writer
Located on 2074 Blackrock Turnpike in Fairfield, 
Conn., Garden Catering is known as the place to go for 
chicken nuggets and fries.
The Fairfield location is one of seven different spots 
scattered between the southern coast of Conn, and border 
of New York. The company has been around since 1991, 
with it’s first location in Old Greenwich, and the Fairfield 
location as the newest.
Garden Catering invented their renowned signature 
dish, “The Special.” This consists of 1/2 pound of potato 
cones or fries, depending on the customer’s choice, and 
another 1/2 pound of their 100 percent white meat fried 
chicken nuggets. For $7, you can have this entire meal 
along with a free fountain drink.
For those who are up for a challenge. Garden Cater­
ing also features a twist on “The Special,” with “The Big 
Boy Special,” and “The Boss Special.”
“The Big Boy Special” is 3/4 pound of chicken with 
an extra helping of fries or cones, also with a fountain 
drink for $9. “The Boss Special” is the same meal, but it 
features a pound of chicken for $ 11.
With every order placed, the friendly staff at Garden 
Catering will offer you seasoning on your chicken and 
fries. This is the key component that sets this place apart 
from other restaurants. Don’t bother asking for the ingre­
dients to this top secret seasoning, because they’re not 
sharing.
Along with the seasoning. Garden Catering offers 
an array of dipping sauces including a buffalo and blue 
cheese combination, a honey hot buffalo, and their origi­
nal buffalo sauce.
If you’re in the mood for something else. Garden 
Catering also has a variety of specialty wraps. These 
sandwiches include everything from the traditional 
nugget wrap to the cordon bleu wrap. Prices range from 
$5.50 to $6.50 and there are over 16 wrap options.
Garden Catering also serves breakfast all day, 
providing customers with a wide range of breakfast 
sandwiches to chose from. These sandwiches can be 
made with eggs or egg whites, as well as combined with 
sausage, bacon, or steak. These sandwiches range from 
$2 to $7.
Stemming from their name, this restaurant is also a 
popular location for catering. They cater events of any 
size and purpose. A extensive menu is featured on their 
website.
Garden Catering created a loyalty program for 
their customers called the “I Heart Nuggets” card. This 
promotional program allows customers to gain points 
each time they pay a visit. For every dollar they spend, 
the customer earns a point. After they have collected 100 
points, they receive an email with a coupon to be used on 
their next purchase.
Open from 8 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on Monday through 
Saturday, and 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Sunday’s, Garden Ca­
tering offers a great selection of food for a small price.
Campus begins holiday 
shopping early
Students find deals on gifts for the season
Samantha larusso ''iigiin rirm—t- -
Staff Reporter
‘Tis the season to go shopping.
With the holidays right around the comer, sales can be found everywhere you turn.
Black Friday and Cyber Monday were among the most popular times for consum­
ers to purchase gifts on sale this season.
Cyber Monday was created in 2005, and recently became one of the most popular 
online shopping days of the year.
According to CBS News, the greatest product sales for Cyber Monday were found 
at Macy’s, Target, Kohls, Sears, and Walmart.
Macy’s website featured a buy one, get one free shoe sale was and was considered 
of Cyber Monday’s biggest sales.
J.C. Penney’s website had free shipping for no minimum purchase price and sales 
on both clothes and homegood products.
Every purchase made on the Kohls website were 20 percent off and also included 
free shipping. They had featoed sales on clothing, shoes, and specialty items like com­
forters, and small appliances.
“I did all of my shopping this year online, free shipping and great deals you 
can’t go wrong. The best part is you don’t even have to get off the couch,” smd senior 
Bridget Kane.
According to IBM Digital Analytics Benchmark, online sales soared 30 percent 
higher from last year’s Cyber Monday.
“On Cyber Monday, I went onto Bakers website and bought a new pair of heels 
and a hat for only $40. My total savings was around $50 and I got free shipping,” said 
senior Ashley Blake-Lobb.
Blake-Lobb’s family is also changing up their traditional gift giving this year for 
the holidays.
“This year, my family is doing grab bag, where we will pick a family member’s 
name out of a hat and have a spending limit of $ 100 to buy a present,” said Blake-Lobb.
Many more students are also changing their holiday shopping habits because of the 
economy.
Senior Brittany D’Adamo and her roommates set a $30 spending cap for their 
suite’s Secret Santa.
D’Adamo warned that holiday shopping can be a stressful time if you don’t have a 
plan in place.
“You need to know what you are getting into. This isn’t a time when you browse 
throughout the store. There are serious shoppers that wait in lines for hours and some­
times even days,” said D’Adamo.
Although this time can be stressful, some students are keeping a clear vision of 
what they believe the holidays are really about.
“This is my favorite time of the year but not because of the exchanging of presents. 
I love this time of the year because everyone comes together and celebrates with fam­
ily and friends. I love seeing my family members that live in California on Christmas, 
since I only get to see them once a year,” said senior Lisa Panzarino.
Letters to the Troops
Lauren Rodrigues 
Staff Reporter
Hot chocolate, Christmas movies, 
and holiday cheer is what set the scene for . 
the card signing ceremony held for United 
States troops fighting over seas.
Over 105 students gathered in the 
University Commons to participate in 
the card signing to make a difference this 
holiday season.
Some students have a close connec­
tion with the cause.
“I write letters every year for the 
army, one of my close friends recently 
enlisted. Saying thank you means a lot 
because of all they for us, it’s the least we 
can do,” said freshmen Jessica Castro- 
glovanni.
This is the second year the student 
government has hosted this event. With a 
great turn out, board members are hoping 
to make this event annual.
“I would most definitely attend this 
event annually, I think its a great cause,” 
said Castroglovanni.
Writing and sending personalized let­
ters to troops overseas is a new program 
at Sacred Heart University. Student gov­
ernment and the student body felt that this 
kind of event was something that needed 
to be implemented.
“I love that I’m apart of a event in 
favor of honoring those who are serving 
for us,” said junior class president Peter 
Brostowin.
The idea was sparked by Sacred 
Heart students who have friends and fam­
ily over seas, missing out on the holiday 
season.
“My cousin served over seas in Af­
ghanistan, luckily my family was fortu­
nate enough to have him come home right 
before Christmas,” said junior Jessica 
Larson.
This event hit home for many more 
students attending the signing.
“For me this event is personal. My 
father who just passed served in the Viet­
nam War. Getting involved with events 
to help our troops really hits home and is 
a larger reason for me personally to get
involved,” said junior Samantha Novack.
Aside from the card signing event, 
students also gathered canned goods for 
those serving over seas.
“Being a Resident Success Assistant, 
I liiave the opporfiihify td readh diit to Stu­
dents and to enlighten them with every­
thing that Sacred Heart is doing for troops 
over seas. This year being the second year 
student government is hosting the card 
signing, I was able to tell more students 
and gather canned goods,” said Novack.
Inspiration and personal experience 
is what drove the majority of students that 
attended the signing ceremony.
“My best friend’s husband was over 
seas for more than a year, I consider him 
family. Having a loved one overseas ef­
fected me more than ever and led to my 
inspiration to make a difference,” said 
junior Georgina Fatiberie.
The holiday season is a time when 
support is vital for many people. The Sa­
cred Heart student government board used 
their power and experience to help make a 
difference.
Students who attended the signing 
felt their appreciation needed to be shown 
during the holiday season.
“My cousin’s husband served two 
years in Iraq and two years in Afghani­
stan. I think this event is a great oppor- 
timity to allow students to show appre­
ciation and to let soldiers know we’re 
thinking of them, especially around the 
holiday season,” said freshman Caitlin 
Morrissey.
Over 200 letters were sent out, 
exceeding the student government board’s 
goal. Larson along with other board mem­
bers feel accomplished with the event.
“This event makes troops feel appre­
ciated and gives thanks and recognition to 
those fighting overseas,” said Larson.
Over 30,000 troops are fighting over 
seas during the holiday season.
“This kind of event makes soldiers 
feel loved and gives them more of a 
reason to fight. Some soldiers don’t have 
family and rely on our cards for support. 
Sacred Heart students are doing their best 
with get involved,” said Fatiberie.
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Saend Heart goes country
The band ‘Gloriana’ brings a bit of country to SHU
Kat Lindsay 
Staff Reporter
The Edgerton Center is one of the last places one 
would think to be busy on a Thursday night.
However, on Thursday Nov. 29, junior Julie tally 
and many of her fellow classmates showed up in the Edg­
erton Theatre on the Sacred Heart University campus for 
a night filled with country tunes to see the musical group 
“Gloriana” perform.
From the moment the band came up on stage, stu­
dents and fans were cheering from that instant on.
“The atmosphere was very lively,” said tally. “It 
was great to see everyone standing up, singing, and danc­
ing.”
The concert itself was quite small, venue-wise, but
that didn’t stop the band or the fans from having a great 
time.
“Gloriana” is used to the smaller scale venues, hav­
ing performed at bars and other colleges. While on stage, 
the band shared with the fans their journey as a group 
through the past five years of being together.
According to the bands iTunes page, the two lead 
singers and brothers Tom and Mike Gossin moved to 
Nashville around 2007 with nothing except an acoustic 
guitar. They then met the lead singer, Rachel Reinert, at a 
bar and held practices in her living room.
2012 has been a great year for the trio. They came 
out with a new album in July entitied, “1000 Miles Left 
Behind”.
At the concert, “[Kissed You] Goodnight” garnered a 
lot of applause from many of the students.
This is no surprise, seeing as the band has sold over 
900,000 copies of that single since their albums release.
“Kissed You Goodnight was my favorite song of the 
whole performance,” said junior Ciara Scrobe.
Even students who weren’t country fans attended the 
concert and were surprised by how much they liked it.
“I’m not a big fan of country music, but I really 
enjoyed the concert,” said senior Annemarie A’Hearn.
One of their first songs, “Carolina Rose” was per­
formed acoustic, bringing their fans back to how they 
really started out.
“I really liked Carolina Rose, which is a new song 
that I haven’t heard,” said Lally. “The lyrics were very 
well written. It was a very cute song.”
Aside from their performances, the band interacted 
with a lot of fans, and by the end of the concert most 
students had ditched their seats and headed straight for 
the stage.
“Once people started going to the bottom of the 
stage, the atmosphere became more lively and enjoy- 
”ablef ■ *iid A’Heaiu.
Lead singer Rachel Reinert.
The crowd involvement proved how much student 
enjoyed their time.
“I thought the concert was fantastic,” said sopho­
more Meredith Nyser. “The music was unreal and the 
atmosphere was awesome.”
Nyser was one of the students who got close to the
The Spectrum/Liz Mastrocola
Gloriana works the stage of the Edgerton Theatre.
band, and even got a picture with the lead singer.
By the end of the concert, students were all yelling, “En­
core!”. The live aspect of the band really came out and
enjoyed this side of them rather than the studio
version.
According to their website, the band is starting up 
a small tour coming up in Feb. and going to places like 
Michigan, Iowa, Indiana, and Mississippi.
“I definitely like them better live, and they are a very 
fun band,” said Lally.
In Connecticut
Not sure how to celebrate the holidays this year? The Spectrum has you covered
Katie Perzanowski 
Staff Reporter
Lights twinkle, snow gently falls to the ground, and 
the sound of Christmas carols fills the air.
“Connecticut is great during Christmas time, I love 
driving around and seeing all of the Christmas lights,” 
said sophomore Erin Dugan.
The holidays are quickly approaching and many 
Sacred Heart University students are looking for ways to 
escape from the stress of upcoming finals and get into the 
holiday spirit. From drive through light displays, to ice 
skating, there are numerous activities around Conn, that 
can help bring the holiday cheer, however many students 
are not aware of them.
“I really wish I knew of festive things to do around 
Conn., but I just don’t know of any,” said senior Michael 
Fenech.
If your looking for something close by and want 
to keep warm, the Maritime Aquarium in Norwalk is 
showing the film, “The Polar Express,” all season long. 
The film is a movie adaptation of the popular children’s 
book, “The Polar Express.” The story is about a boy who 
doubts the existence of Santa Clause, but one Christmas 
Eve gets aboard the Polar Express train and is brought to 
the North Pole.
“I watch the movie every year with my family when 
we bake cookies,” said senior Mark Lee. “I’ve never 
seen it in theatres, but I think it would be cool to see it in 
IMAX.”
The aquarium is home to Conn, largest IMAX
theatre, with a screen as tall as a six-story building. The 
film will be playing every Friday and Saturday until Dec. 
24 at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m and also at 4 p.m. on Sundays. 
Adult tickets are $ 1150.
Another option is to head to Lighthouse Point Park 
in New Haven to see the Fantasy of Lights presented by 
Easter Seals Goodwill Industries. Priced at $10 a car, 
you and your friends can drive through the park and see 
all of the different light displays, including a nativity 
scene, Santa, boats, and more. Fantasy of Lights is open 
through the rest of the year, 5 to 9 p.m. Sunday through 
Thursday, and 5 to 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
If you are looking to venture off even further, 
Goodwin Park in Hartford also has a drive through light 
display. Holiday Light Fantasia. Similar 
to New Haven’s, this two-mile display has 
over 200 individual light displays and 35 
scenes. Now through Jan. 6, you and a car 
full can drive through for $12.
While in Hartford, there is also Win- 
terfest happening through Jan. 21 in Bush 
nell Park. Winterfest offers free outdoor 
ice-skating, along with photos with Santa 
and The Bushnell Park Carousel every 
Saturday and Sunday (Photos until Dec. 23| 
and Carousel until Dec. 31). The park also, 
offers free skate rentals, however, bring­
ing your own is reconunended. For more 
information about Winterfest and Holiday 
Light Fantasia, visit Hartford.com
Some other activities to do in Conn, 
are visiting Gillette Castle State Park in
East Haddam. The 24-room mansion is decorated for the 
holidays every year and is open to the public the week­
ends of Dec. 8-9 and 15-16 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The grounds have walking trails and features views 
overlooking the Conn. River. Tickets for the castle are $5 
and can be purchased until 3:30 p.m.
In the upper part of the state you can sing Christmas 
carols and ride a trolley through the “Tunnel of Lights,” 
then grab a cup of hot coco to warm up at the Conn. Trol­
ley Museum in East Windsor. Catch a ride any Friday, 
Saturday, or Sunday from 5-9 p.m. Tickets are $10. Visit 
www.ct-trolley.org for more information.
pectrun
The Ryan Matura Library is decorated with its classic Christmas wreath for 
the holidays.
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Celebratii^ Christmas at Radio City
SHU students travel to NYC to see the famous annual Rockettes show
The Spectrum/Katie Harrison
Sacred Heart joins Radio City as it helps bring Christmas cheer to NYC with their annual Rockettes performance.
Katie Harrison 
Staff Reporter
A handful of Sacred Heart University students 
boarded the Pioneer bus in the early morning of Sunday, 
Dec. 2, to see the Radio City Christmas Spectacular.
After the first performance of the Christmas Spectac­
ular was held in 1933, it became an annual holiday show 
that Radio City presented each year.
According to the Radio City Christmas website, this 
yearly celebration has earned the title “Showplace of the 
Nation” for Radio City.
The world famous “Rockettes” that make their way 
to the stage every year along with the other cast mem­
bers, most notably Santa Claus, recently put on a special 
performance on the Today Show celebrating their 85 
years of dancing in New York City.
“The show was incredible and the Rockettes were
really spectacular,” said sophomore Megan Harrop.
Although the Christmas Spectacular itself debuted in 
1933, the Rockettes were first seen in 1925 in St. Lxjuis, 
Missouri. The Rockettes have made many appearances 
on television—such as the reality show “Dancing with 
the Stars”, the Tony Awards, and the Super Bowl Half­
time Show throughout the years.
Over 3,000 women have had the pleasure of being a 
part of the Rockettes and each year, more and more audi­
tion to be one.
As if the Rockettes stunning p)erformances didn’t 
spread holiday cheer enough, the show also included a 
3D film of Santa and his reindeer to begin the show.
Radio City also offers an interactive exhibit, which 
celebrates many memories with the Rockettes from their 
85 years of pjerformances.
The Radio City Christmas Spectacular has played 
in more than 60 cities throughout North America and 
’-Hhas-provCTi to bea-very pMspular show tcrcdebrate the^—
holidays.
Sacred Heart students were also given an opportu­
nity to experience more Christmas spirit that New York 
City had to offer after the show.
“The trip was amazing, the way the school put it 
together and planned it out was great,” said sophomore 
Brandon Theroux. “We arrived in plenty of time for the 
show and had time afterwards to walk around with our 
friends.”
Some of the students made their way to Rockefeller 
Center to see the famous Christmas tree. The exception­
ally large tree, which was lit this past Wednesday, Nov.
28, features over 30,000 multicolored lights and is topped 
with a Swarovski star.
After spjending the day in New York City, Sacred 
Heart students can agree that it’s a great place to get into 
the Christmas spirit. »
“New York at Christmas time is breathtaking,” said
Sacred Heart Greek Life sings the night away
Mark Podesta 
Assistant News Editor
As the lights began to dim in the Edg- 
erton Theatre on Friday, Nov. 30, seniors 
Javier Vidal and Bridgett Carter introduced 
the acts that would perform in ‘Greek 
Sing,’ an event hosted by Sacred Heart 
University’s Greek organizations.
“Greek sing is purely for entertain­
ment, every one of the organizations here 
at Sacred Heart have separate philanthro­
pies, but tonight is to have fun,” says soph­
omore Chi Omega sister, Megan Atkinson., ,
Each of Sacred Heart’s ten Greek . 
organizations performed choreographed > 
performances of compilations of various 
songs of famous 90s pop stars. The per­
formances would involve dance routines,, 
theatrics, and even some live singing.
The fraternity brothers of Kappa Sig­
ma started the night off with the songs of 
Billy Joel. With little background theatrics 
they began their performance with a ren­
dition of Joel’s single, “For the Longest 
Time.” Senior Charles Marcelin and senior 
Mike Amatulli played harmonica backing 
junior Colby Kofoed on guitar and singing 
“Piano Man.”
“I was definitely nervous about get­
ting on stage,” said Kofoed. “But I think 
getting out of your comfort zone is what 
Greek Sing is all about and that’s why it 
was so much fun.”
The crowd applauded at the end of 
their p)erformance and the next act was 
introduced. Delta Tau Delta p>erformed 
songs of the “Backstreet Boys.” They 
changed the lyrics in every song to reflect 
their reinstallation as an organization on 
campus at the beginning of the semester.
The sisters of Kappa Delta were the
following act and the first sorority to per­
form. They performed an array of Beyonce 
songs from her debut in “Destiny’s Child” 
to her most recent works. Senior Kelly 
Taylor acted as Beyonce and lip-synched 
around choreographed dance routines.
Sorority, Zeta Tau Alpha created 
original lyrics to Queen’s anthem “We 
Will Rock You” sung by sophomore Cal- 
lie Liljeberg. A large group of Zeta girls 
danced in the background of the vocals. Ju­
nior Christine Atolini and freshman Mag­
gie Bortner belted out the lyrics to “Some­
body to Love,” and they concluded their 
act with the infamous “Bohemian Rhap­
sody.”
“I enjoyed performing with my sis­
ters, we worked really hard on it and are 
proud of what we put on stage, said sopho­
more Zeta Tau Alpha sister Geena Maniaci. 
“It was a lot of fun to be performing and 
hear the crowd cheering you on and Mag­
gie, Callie, and Chrisitne were amazing.”
The sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma soror­
ity gave their act a storyline where Christi­
na Aguilera, their performance theme, was 
lost on Sacred Heart’s campus. In an array 
of Aguilera songs in locations relevant to 
the lyrics of their locations, sisters danced 
and looked for Aguilera. They danced to 
the song “Fighter” in the weight room of 
the Pitt Center, the song “Dirrty” in the 
muddy construction zone, and “Candy 
Man” in Outtakes.
The sisters of Chi Omega brought the 
evolution of Britney Spear’s career to life 
on stage, dancing to some of her singles 
in chronological order. At the end of their 
performance they had every one of Spear’s 
iconic stage costumes come on stage and 
dance together, including her school girl 
in braids look, her full shiny re jumpsuit
and her snake adorned look from the 2001 
MTV Video Music Awards.
“I did not get the chance to join my 
sisters on stage but they did phenomenal 
job and the costumes were what relay 
made the performance,” said Atkinson.
The brothers of Omega Phi Kappa 
went back to their country roots to perform 
various Jason Aldean singles. All dressed 
as cowboys, and one brother dressed as a 
cow, they had square dance inspired dance 
routines, and even had a cardboard cut out 
of a green tractor to go with their perfor­
mance of “Big Green Tractor.” They were 
a fan favorite, and it seemed many people 
liked their choice of country.
Theta Phi Alpha took on the other 
famous boy band of the 90s, “N*SYNC.” 
The sisters dressed like the boy band, and 
had very good choreographed dance rou­
tines to go along with their performance. 
The even included the iconic puppeteer 
dance that was featured in “N*SYNC’s” 
video for “Bye Bye Bye.”
The audience got a treat with a com­
pilation of “Village People” singles per- 
formed by the brothers of Pi Kappa Phi
They were got the crowd laughing with 
their iconic costumes and their hilarious 
rendition of “Macho Man,” where senior 
Marc Troiani danced on stage and even 
squatted with one of his brothers over his 
head.
Closing the show were the sisters of 
Kappa Phi and their performance of Ma­
donna. Junior Andrea Coronis and sev­
eral of her sisters played girls uninterested 
with Greek Life, and junior Jenna Sheridan 
played Madonna and tried to convince the 
girls to join Greek life through different 
songs and dances. In the end, Coronis and 
her sisters were convinced by Madonna to 
join Greek Life.
Vidal and Carter concluded the event, 
and the winners were decided. Chi Omega 
took home the prize for the sororities and 
the brothers of Omega Phi Kappa won for 
the fraternities.
“Tonight was definitely a success in 
my book,” said Vidal, “This was the best 
Greek Sing and I’m really happy with ev­
eryone’s performances.”
Photo Courtesy of Laura Berey
The sisters of Chi Omega pose together after winning the Greek Sing competition.
10 Sports
Swimming Bowling
The women’s swimming team competed in the Blue Devil Invitational 
this past weekend at Central Connecticut State University. The Pioneers 
placed fourth overall with some top ten finishes in individual events. 
Freshman Siobhan Goodman placed ninth in the 200 Yard Butterfly 
with a time of 2:15:35. Sophomore Malvina Reinhold placed tenth in 
the 100 Yard Breaststroke with a time of 1:12:08. The Pioneers next 
race is on Saturday at 1 p.m. against Siena College.
The women’s bowling team competed in the Virginia Union Invitational 
Tournament at Bowl America this past weekend. The Pioneers placed 
third out of 12 teams following Central Missouri and Fairleigh Dickinson. 
After the three-day tournament, the combined total for Sacred Heart was 
9489. After Christmas break, the Pioneers return to the lanes for the KU
Invitational on Jan. 25.
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SHU Wrestling stays positive after first home loss
Shelby Vaccaro 
Staff Reporter
Although it was a chilly day outside, the heat was on inside the William H. Pitt 
Center on Saturday as the Sacred Heart University wrestling team hosted its first 
home matches of the season.
The first match, against Davidson College, began as a boxing bout, with both 
teams exchanging pins. .
Sacred Heart Pioneer junior Andrew Polidore (133 pounds) recorded this first 
pin on Davidson senior Matt Zarth for Sacred Heart’s first six points. Following two 
Davidson wins, junior Joe Evangelista (157) notched Sacred Heart’s final six points 
with a 7-1 decision over Davidson junior CT Talevi.
“It feels good,” said Evangelista. “It’s nice to come out here to show everyone 
what we have been working on all season; to go out and wrestle hard and get in a 
good win.”
Davidson would take the final five matches and cruise to a 42-9 victory.
“I think you can see a new program emerging,” said head coach Andy Lausier. 
“There were people there and there was support with somewhat of a new product on 
the mat, but it’s not even close to where 1 think it should be right now or where I ulti­
mately see it being.”
Lausier takes his team’s performance personally and feels it reflects on himself.
“When 1 see our guys out there not wrestling to their abilities, it hurts as a coach
and then leaves you to try and figure out why things aren’t going the way they should 
be going. Wrestling is very, very easy when you are watching it, and it is very diffi­
cult when you are out there,” said Lausier.
The Pioneers completed the tri-meet against Roger Williams University, falling 
47-3. Polidore grabbed Sacred Heart’s only win with a 10-5 decision over sophomore 
Dante Porrazzo.
“Even with the losses,” said Pioneer junior Joe Harris, “you can still see our 
team chemistry coming together as a unit. As a team, I know we are all willing to put 
the extra effort into making our season a winning one. We are definitely on the road 
to that success, but we all know success doesn’t happen overnight.”
With the first home meet down and one more to go this season. Sacred Heart is 
looking forward to redemption and fulfilling their high expectations.
“Expectations are always making progress and always getting closer to wrestling 
the Pioneer way. Our brand is about being offensive, about attacking our opponents 
with no fear of the outcome,” said Lausier. “That’s what we work on more than 
anything each day, building our competitive mentality and technique. All these guys 
know how to wrestle, but it’s about wrestling under stress and wrestling under pres­
sure that is interfering with their ability to compete at a high level.”
Sacred Heart’s next match, and their final home match, is Saturday at 11 a.m. in 




Committed to Individualized Patient Care through Clinical and Academic Excellence
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony and Celebration of “New Beginnings”
The Sacred Heart University Physical Therapy Specialists will celebrate the transition to 
full University ownership and operation with a Ribbon Cutting ceremony on
December 2012.
We look forward to providing the same personalized, high-quality care at the same
University locations.
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Ice Hockev Men’s Basketball
ITse men s ice Ihxrke-y seam had a kassgti weekesid. k’-ssns i>s3i]i gatijes in the ivvxvgame 
series againsr she. Niagara Purple Eagles. On Friday, ifee Kiwsjrs jell 5-3- St>piK>more 
Brian She-ehsm scored in she firss peris'^ *>^^15fce Eagles, SacRsI Heart t«’4 the lead 
in the second periotl with a foal by- Chad Barthelmess. but the Purple
Eagles ciime right back scoring two nrotc .grtals slKwtJy alter. Juniw Chad RIteau 
tied up the gati^ wee again goiag iaso tfe ttiinl period. The Pmrple Eagles scoied 
two more gt^s, witaiing she aaii»> for Niafara, Ob SitoiKfay. Ae Roaeers lost 5-2 to 
Niagiira. Sheehan aa*l Eiltean scxwsl liie .first tW’o goal.* «T the- ganK'. but the only two 
goals for the Pioneers. The. Purple Ea.gles Ki»e t«il. cm te^ scoring five imwe gtils to 
win the game.. Sttcrssd Heart- begins a two-gaate smm agaiast SIT w Fri^y,
The .women's ic* kKfcey team hm to the T^liliams Cfilep; Ephs 4-2. Sophomore 
Nataski Klinolf scored ll»e first gttal ftw the Roneers wstfe m .assist by junior Catie 
Ijjdner. Seniw Sarah Delaney .stxwed anc^her gt^ theH«ieers in the third {x»ritxl. 
but the Ephs scored <|«ickty after defeatiag the Koaeers. 'Die Pioneers travel to 
Wesleyan IMverssty for their next game this Fiwfcty a 2 pm..
Cory Lutkus
Shi ft Reponcr
On I hursdav', the Pi(''ne,ers sutlcred a lough 69-59 loss against Bsv'wn UniversitV'. 
i 'Ihe Pioneets sfaxteti olT strong leading by a smtill margin ihrivugh tlie first 7 minutes,
! Eiirly baskets w ere scored by sophomore guiird Phil GaeiaiKt and r-j«iiior forward 
Lmiis Montes. At the end ot the hail the pioneers would find themselves down by five 
hetiding into the' locker ixwm. After the first half the Pioneers shot 50 itereent, ’The 
Bears out-rebounded the Pioneeis 46-31. Montes had a. great game Sv»ring 17 of the 
: Pioneers piunts. Montes also fxsstcd Iff for 10 frent the free tliR'w line. Bmwn came 
: out strong in the sewnd half leading the Pit>neers 40-29 causing f'oach Bike to use a 
: rimec'ut to help get the team back on track. The Bears thcit hit four 3-ps>ini shots in a 
i row to help increase their lead. In tlie second half the Pioneers ssxwed 29 pisints and 
19 relxsiinds. The Pioneers also had 7 uirnoveK. R-senior forward Justin Swidowski 
added an additional 10 jx-'ints to the score in his first time starting this season. Other 
scorers included Ciaetano with 7 points and r-senior Femi Afdnpetide svith 4 {xunts; 
The Piemeers now hold a 2-4 record and hope to change that tonight a.s they play Holy 
Cross College at home at ?;(M) p.m.
Women's basketball wins in clutch
Roger Harris III 
Stc^ Reporter
Clutch free throws were the difference on Saturday 
as the Sacred Heart University women’s basketball team 
downed the Colgate Raiders, 59-53.
In an exciting game with numerous lead changes, 
the Pioneers converted 20 of their 23 free throws, while 
the Raiders were only able to convert one of four.
“Very clutch,” said senior forward Morgan 
Merriman. “Our free throws at the end of the game were 
very clutch for the win,”
The game opened with intense defense on both sides 
of the ball until Colgate senior guard Jhazmine Lynch 
broke a 5-5 tie with a three. The Raiders would push the 
lead to 13-5, but Sacred Heart would answer in a big 
way.
Sacred Heart fought back, with Merriman hitting a 
jump shot to ignite a 20-2 run.
Merriman would hit another shot in the stretch, on 
her way to a 14-jx>int game. Sophomore guard Gabrielle 
Washington scored seven points during this run, finish­
ing with 22 points. It was her third 20-plus game of the 
season.
“I was relaxed, didn’t rush my shots, and took good 
shots, for the most part,” said Washington.
Head coach Ed Swanson, in his 23 year at the helm
of the Pioneers, was pleased with the performance of last 
year’s NEC Rookie of the Year.
“Gabby Washington did a terrific job,” said 
Swanson, “hit big threes and made her foul shots.”
Senior guard Kiley Evans and Junior guard Ericka 
Norman also added to the run. Norman would cap it with 
a free throw, pushing the Sacred Heart lead to 25-15.
Swanson switching to man-to-man defense hfeld 
Colgate to only four buckets in the last 12 minutes of the 
first half.
“We played pretty good half-court defense,” said 
Swanson, “limiting Colgate’s easy points. Colgate is a 
tough team and they played hard, shot 10-22 from three. 
They shot well from three, which is what we expected.”
Back-to-back three point shots from Colgate sopho­
more guard Mariah Jones in the last 90 seconds brought 
the Raiders within four. Washington answered with a pair 
of free throws to end the first half with the Pioneers lead­
ing 27-21.
“Our effort was there,” said Merriman, “we just had 
to grind it out.”
TY" In the second half, the Pioneere 
throughout.
With Colgate creeping back at 48-45 and three min­
utes left to play, Washington hit a deep three for a six- 
point advantage. Sacred Heart pushed the lead to eight 
when Norman connected on two free throws. Norman 
finished with 11 points and a game-high seven assists.
Showing no quit, the Raiders pulled within four, but 
Evans iced it with two free throws.
“We IM Mb^ Of the game aria plaprfiaM 
Washington, “we couldn’t just give it away at the end.”
Washington and Evans were perfect from the free 
throw line, helping the Pioneers improve to 4-3.
Sacred Heart returns to action Dec. 17 when 
Manhattan visits Fairfield.
2013 football season already underway
Dan Otzel 
Sports Editor
“Frustrating,” said Mark Nofri. “I know the kids are and our coaches are. I looked 
at it, as the Monday after Saint Francis, 2012 ended, and now it’s time to focus on 
2013. Put it behind us. I don’t want to go back and look at 2012 and dwell on it, but 
I want us to learn from the mistakes that we made in 2012 and not make those same 
ones in 2013. Very frustrating.”
For head coach Mark Nofri and the Sacred Heart University football team, a dis­
appointing 2012 campaign came to an end the way an overwhelming majority of the 
games this season have: with a loss.
“Obviously,” said r-senior defensive lineman Tyler Foehr, “the season didn’t go as 
well as we all wanted it to. We had a much better team than our record shows and it’s 
hard knowing we didn’t play to our full potential. We feel like we let the fans down as 
well as the university. I believe coach Nofri deserves a lot of credit, though. He did a 
great Job as head coach and I strongly believe he has what it takes to turn this program 
around. He’s a good coach and, most of all, a great guy.”
Nofri, Foehr, and the rest of the Sacred Heart Pioneers, finished the year 2-9 over­
all and 1-7 in the NEC. It was their worst record since 2006, also a 2-9 season, and 
their worst conference mark since 2007, when they were winless in NEC play.
“I was excited to be given an opportunity to compete,” said r-Junior quarterback 
Luke Wischnowski, “but was disappointed with the outcome.”
Wischnowski would get his chance to compete, full-time, when he supplanted r-Junior 
Tim Little as the starting quarterback for the final four games on the slate.
The first game on the slate, however, left Sacred Heart with a sense of promise 
for the upcoming grind. On the road against PCS power Morgan State, the Pioneers 
dropped a four-overtime heartbreaker, the longest game in program history.
For Nofri, entering his 19 season roaming the sidelines for Sacred Heart, his first 
game as a head coach was bittersweet.
Nofri was taking the reins from his good friend and beloved coach, Paul Gorham. 
In the off-season, Gorham was stricken with pulmonary fibrosis, a lung disease, with 
no known cause or cure, that took both his legs and required a double lung transplant.
“It was a whirlwind at times,” said Nofri of the head coaching duties. “I didn’t 
realize how much time [is spent] being pulled in different directions. Doing it in the 
spring, and not just being thrown into it in August, I had a few months under my belt 
to get used to it and work out some kinks. But, it was a whirlwind at times, is all I can 
say. I’m hoping next year, we can either get coach Gorham back, or we get some help 
in terms of getting some other coaches added to ease the load and to get down to the 
speed that other [PCS] staffs are.”
The Pioneers would lose their next two, at Colgate and at Monmouth, in a fashion 
that became all too familiar.
Heading into the half tied at 14, in both games. Sacred Heart would falter in the 
second half, failing to execute and string together a full four quarters.
“Basically,” said Nofri, “we need to learn how to finish. Learn how to finish and 
come out on top. Turn the close games into wins and change the culture of, if some­
thing goes bad here, that we can overcome that adversity and turn it into a win. That’s 
what I want our kids to have the mindset: that we can win and we will win. That’s the 
mindset I want for 2013: we can and we will.”
The Pioneers had no need to finish in their first home game, as they took a 
21-point lead into the half against Central Connecticut State and cruised to their first 
victory of the year and their lone conference win. Filling in for the injured Little, 
Wischnowski was an efficient 12-16 passing and helped lead Sacred Heart to a 
Homecoming win in front of the near capacity crowd of 3,052 and viewers of Fox 
College Sports, Cox, and ESPN3.
“I felt pretty comfortable,” said Wischnowski of his year under center, “though, do 
wish I could have played an entire season. I think I could have been a premier QB in 
this league. I enjoyed my teammates, though, and don’t have any regrets.”
Following a home loss to Wagner, the NEC champions, the Pioneers made it two- 
out-of-three with a win at Dartmouth. Sophomore running back Keshaudas Spence 
rumbled his way to a career-high 138 yards, one of four 100-plus yard tallies on the 
year. Defensively, the tide turned on an athletic interception by senior linebacker Niko 
Sierra, who also chipped in five tackles.
See FOOTBALL on page 12...
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Pioneers wrap up football season
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Sierra was a stalwart in the middle of the field for Sacred Heart, calling the plays 
and leading a defense that finished the season nationally ranked; 31st in total defense, 
10th in sacks, and ninth in pass defense.
Sierra, along with fellow senior tri-captains, Foehr and wide receiver Rock Tate, who 
led 18 other graduating seniors into four years worth Saturday battles, may forget the 
plays, but not their time in red-and-white.
“I think it’s time I hang up the cleats for good,” said Foehr. “I’m ready for the next 
chapter in my life. It’s easier to hang them up knowing I gave it everything I had. I 
now need to put that same work ethic into the next thing I do. I’ll miss the game every 
day, but I wouldn’t change a thing.”
Tate concluded his final season by leading the Pioneers in receptions, reception 
yards, and reception touchdowns.
The lights then went out on the left side of the Sacred Heart column, as they 
dropped their next five. After a blowout at Duquesne, the Pioneers returned to Fairfield 
to host No. 20 Albany. In front of a capacity crowd of 3,505 on Family Weekend, the 
second largest crowd in program history, Wischnowski hit Tate with 2:35 left for a 
20-17 advantage. Under a minute later, Albany sophomore tailback Omar Osbourne 
broke a 40-yard run up the middle for the winning score, dealing the Pioneers’ already 
fragile season a devastating blow.
Following another road blowout, this time at the hands of Bryant, Sacred Heart 
once again failed to put together four quarters, blowing the lead late in their second- 
straight home game.
The Pioneers took a 17-6 Senior Day lead into the fourth quarter, only to surrender 
15 unanswered points, as they were upended, 21-17.
Finally, it was onto Saint Francis, where Sacred Heart was put down, 44-24, plac­
ing the final stamp on 2012.
“I thought the bright spots were that the kids played hard,” said Nofri of the sea­
son. “I know they came up short because we didn’t learn how to finish...but I thought 
the team was pretty close-knit. I would have liked to see us with a little bit more fire on 
the sidelines at times, but that happens when you play an 11-game season. I would like 
us to come out every game fired up, ready to go for the whole four quarters.”
With the gridiron dark, it was time for some off-field accolades, some hardware.
Foehr and rrsenior left tackle Justin Martel were named to the All-NEC First Team, 
while r-junior defensive end Chaz Partosan and junior linebacker Justin Sexton landed 
All-NEC Second Team honors.
Martel, who spent the last three seasons at both tackle positions, validated his 
preseason All-NEC selection, as did Foehr. Partosan finished third in the NEC in sacks 
and Sexton ended the year 13th in the country in tackles.
Foehr took it one step further when he selected to the 2012 Division I FCS All- 
New England team by the New England Football Writers.
“I feel so blessed to have been selected for the awards,” said Foehr. “Obviously,
I would trade them in any day for a conference championship, but I guess it’s the next 
best thing. They’re something that no one will ever be able to take away from me and 
that means a lot. I worked extremely hard to get to where I’m at and [am] honored to 
represent the university in any way I could.”
Despite the departures and the record, Nofri remains optimistic about his talent 
pool.
“Keshaudas Spence is a horse,” said Nofri. “Greg Moore’s a talented weapon. I 
think Tyler Dube’s a young receiver that has a lot of ability. I think Justin Sexton is a 
young kid who will be a senior next year that had an outstanding year. I think Stephan 
Thomas, Gordon Hill, and Dennis Regan in the back end are all good, yoUng players. 
They got a lot of experience. When you got young kids who are seeing the field and 
playing as much as they are, it should help us down the road.”
For now, Nofri and his coaching staff are on the road, recruiting. The trail stretch­
es long this year; including Connecticut, New England, New Jersey, Maryland, Atlanta, 
and California. Finding the next star requires scouting young men who embody the 
Pioneer way, on the field and off.
While recruiting will occupy the coaches right up until National Signing Day in 
February, the players are expected to lift three days per week and keep up their grades 
before returning to school in January, when their workout regiments increase.
Tlie SpectruiWSean Elliott
The Pioneers played some hard fought close games this year, including thrillers at home on Campus Field. Now they are looking forward to a potential big season in 2013.




VVhal: United States Figure Skating AssJX;iatiort arid the Ice Skating Institute. 
Where; Practices are heid at the WonderiaBd of Ice in Bridgeptrrt,
When: Practice times vaty ' thfOiighjaat, the week with ice time changing each ■..
• Mofsdays aJKlTfeasttays pJSJefic® Js:6dXJ-7':45 p.m.
• Tuesdays atKl .FMdays: practice is 2;4>-4:45 p.m. '
• The weekeads usaally are Saturday 1-2: 30 p.m., and biunLic 10-tl 30 a rat. 
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11'he men and women’s track and field team was named to the Dwtsios I 
I track and field all-academic team for 2012. in order to te named to the 
ail-academic team, a team must have a cumulative GR4of 3.0 « hetter.
’ I’he men’s team carries a cumulative 3.04 GPA and is one of 85 teaBis t©
I make the fist this. year. The w.omen’s team carries a 3.20 GI*A,.aiii is 
w 171 teams in the NCAA to make the list. Along, with the 
I - plishments „ four members of the men’s team, were named' to., the. ■ '
Division I all-academic team. In order to qualify', a stndent-aiiiiete mtssE 
acquire a cumwiative GPA of 3 .25 and must meet cettain standard ta teaeJt 
I field. Specifically for tfie indoor season, a student-athlete mast be «
I dle national top % in an individual event or ranked in the nation^: fop 48- 
I-m a relay event on the official NCAA PGP list provided by TFKfe.Mf 
ppecifically for the outdoor season, a student-athlete needs, to. 
rany round of the NCAA Division 1 championships. Senior Bertooy. Jean-- ^ 
lUouis, senior Jeffrey Lusignan, Andrew Houghtalen, mKijanttrSfeatew- 
? lyhne were among the 431 student athletes named. toThe-tBea’s Kvisiott::.- 
s i Ail .Academic team for 2012. On Dec. 2, the Pioneers participatedm .
■ the (.’ollegiate 'Track Conference Indoor Relay C'arni.val^^ St. Astfeeey%. 
H-S, in South .Huntington, NY. Results were unavailabic asoppress ti-«e:. 
The Pit.)neers are back in action at the annual University a# Ihtxfc- feldni 
i i Pentathlon at Kin,aston, R1 on Dec. 7.
